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 A lifecycle refers to the different stages that something goes through 

as it goes through life

 For example, the human lifecycle consists of a number of stages, including:
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 A typical product will also go through a number of stages in it’s life:
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 Where a product is within it’s lifecycle is usually judged on sales

 As opposed to age with humans!

 This means that different products will go through these stages at 

different rates

 In fact not all products will go through all stages, e.g.:

Fidget spinners suddenly 

became popular for a few 

months in April 2017.  A 

similar device had been 

invented in 1993 

The four-finger Kit Kat bar was 

first produced in 1935.  Today 

over 150 Kit Kats

are consumed 

every second!
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 The lifecycle of a product is often shown visually

 In the form of a graph that plots units sold over time:
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 Of course not every product will follow the same pattern

 Each stage will usually last a different amount of time

 The length of each stage will depend what happens to sales and profits:
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Development

Product is 

not on sale, 

so sales are 

zero.

Development 

costs mean 

that a loss is 

being made

Introduction

Product is 

launched –

sales may be 

low

Losses are 

likely to 

continue

Growth

If product is 

popular sales 

grow quickly

Profit should 

be made, 

reaching 

their highest 

at the end of 

this stage

Maturity

Sales will 

reach their 

highest point

Profits start 

to fall as 

competition 

increases

Decline

Sales fall as 

the product 

becomes less 

popular

Profits 

continue to 

fall
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